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direction and magnitude of the ocean currents are to our climates and t local glaciation.
Doubtless many other valves and courses, such as the broad seaway from the Persian Gulf and the Gulf of Mexico to the Arctic Ocean, hav contributed their part in the control of the earth's great water circulatio: and the regulation of its climatic details, but it would be tedious to tak all of them up individually, and, for the present purpose, unnecessary since it is desired, here, only to make clear the fact that oceanic circulatio is a vital factor in the production and control of many a local climate
14. Surface Covering.—The contrast between land and water i respect to their climatic effects obviously is largely owing totheinequalit of their surfaces both as radiators and as absorbers. The values of thes properties are approximately known for the ocean, but not for the cont nents. In fact, there are no fixed values for land areas; nor can there b< since their surfaces undergo many and great changes. Bare soil, luxi riant vegetation, and snow, for instance, are among the surface cove] ings that have very unequal powers of radiation and absorption; am therefore, the changes from one to the other over any extensive are* necessarily, is a matter of climatic importance.
To illustrate an extreme, but seemingly possible, climatic effect dt to change of surface, assume: (1) That continental areas are unusual] extensive; (2) that mountains are abundant and high; (3) that durir a period of a few years volcanic explosions are frequent (one a year, say and of such nature as to put large quantities of dust in the upper atmo; phere, as did the Krakatoa and other explosions of historic times.
The low temperatures incident to the volcanic dust would lead to a abnormal extent of continental snow covering, and this, in turn, by i power of reflection, would render the insolation correspondingly le; effective—would virtually decrease the solar constant, for all the reflect* radiation that passes directly to space might as well never have reachc the earth at all, so far as producing any heating is concerned. In tb way, an ice covering of the land areas, far more extensive than pr viously existed, might be initiated by the volcanic explosions, and the perpetuated over long periods, if not even added to, by the highly reflec ing snow cover. This initial gain of snow and ice, and the further lowe ing of temperature owing to increase of reflection and decrease absorption of insolation, would be most pronounced in the high latitude and polar ice caps might form on water that previously had been ope The surface winter temperatures over the polar seas, then, would be f below the freezing point instead of, as formerly, rather above that vain while the summer temperatures would be lowered much less, the top the ice and snow coming to about 0° C. Over the adjacent land arei on the other hand, the summer temperatures would be more depress* than those of winter, rising but little above that of melting ice so long

